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Abstract: 

Rabindranath Tagore is generally hailed as a versatile genius in the arena of fine arts. 

Tagore considers Nature and human life as integral parts of the single entity, the omniscient, 

omnipresent, ubiquitous, attribute-free Brahman. Tagore was a nature's poet. He was intrigued 

by the simple and eco-friendly lifestyle of the village folks. Nature runs as a consistent motif 

in all of Rabindranath Tagore's oeuvre. He was an environmental pioneer and sought harmony 

between progress and preservation. Environmental issues like river erosion and deforestation 

may be hot topics today, but Tagore had been conscious about the exploitation of environment 

even a century ago. Rabindranath Tagore's emblematic play "Muktadhara" (The Waterfall) 

raises vital issues about man, machine and the conflict between humanity, development and 

nature. “Muktadhara”, tells the story of man’s limitless greed and the backlash from nature. 

The plot revolves around a monstrous machine created by a king to block the natural flow of a 

huge river and how a prince joins commoners to protect nature by revolting against the king. 

The waterfall flows from a headland in Uttarkut downstream to "Shiv Terai" - a valley which 

sustains on the cascade. The king decides to subjugate the people of "Shiv Terai" by damming 

the waterfall to deny them water. Machines have become so important to human existence that 

it has bred an addiction for them. The dam on the waterfall symbolises this widespread 

mechanization. Any human aggression will end in a disaster for the whole biosphere. The time 

has come for them to realise that the destinies of both the humans and nature are intricately 

bound together. 
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Abstract 

 

The theme of Industrialization and technological advancement has indeed a vital role to play 

in the rural novel in Indian English. The Industrial Revolution is the biggest historical truth that 

the human Society has been experiencing for the last century and a half. The decline of rural 

way of life has been reflected in Indian fiction also. The Industrialization of the traditional 

village is a complex affair and only a complex literary form like novel has the capacity to deal 

with it. I would like to focus on the multiple views that a fiction can hold and my selected piece 

is Kamala Markandaya’s The Coffer Dams. The Coffer Dams of Kamala Markandaya is the 

latest rural novel depicting a conflict between a British concern which undertake the work of 

building the Coffer Dams on a hilly river in South India, which causes the evacuation of the 

villages and tribals in the area. We get a complex picture in the novel: the clash of the traditional 

life with the machine, the disintegration of the rural families, the estrangement of the elders 

from the younger generation.  
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ABSTRACT 

Literature and environment studies—commonly called "ecocriticism" or "environmental 

criticism" in similarity the broader term abstract feedback—contain a mixed, multiform, and 

cross-disciplinary activity that plans to investigate the ecological measurements of writing and 

other innovative media in a soul of natural concern not restricted to any one strategy or 

responsibility. Ecocriticism starts from the conviction that expressions of the human experience 

of creative ability and the investigation thereof—by the excellence of their grip on the energy 

of word, story, and picture to strengthen, excite, and coordinate ecological concern. It can 

contribute essentially to the comprehension of natural issues: the different types of eco-

corruption that torment planet Earth today. With this, ecocriticism agrees with different 

branches of the ecological humanities—morals, history, religious examinations, humanities, 

humanistic geology—in holding that natural wonders must be appreciated and that the present 

blossoming exhibit of ecological concerns must be tended to subjectively and in addition 

quantitatively. Ecocriticism fills this exact need that analyses the literature and the surroundings 

where the researchers’ paradigms to discuss, analyze and formulate text on environmental 

concerns and difficulties regarding the matter of nature. This article tries to investigate a greater 

amount of the major basic works of literary critics that fall into the ecocritical overlap to 

demonstrate, promote that ecocriticism might be new domain however excessively reflected in 

literary works since epoch of years. This article traces the ecocritical concerns of American 

writers like D.H.Thoreau, Emerson, Walt Whitman, Edgar Allan Poe, Susan Fenimore Cooper, 

and so on. Keywords – American Literature, Ecocriticism, environment study. 
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Abstract:  

Owing to planned or collateral interventions of man, a lot of plant and animal species 

have been eradicated and an equal number of other species have been added to the list of 

endangered species. Man is rarely satisfied with the satisfaction of his vital needs, as 

advised by the “Deep Ecology” principle. By means of urbanization, industrialization, 

agricultural and economic development activities we are creating environmental 

problems and threatening whole biosphere. Indian Literature could not remain unaffected 

from this depletion and thereby my paper is on the elements of biodiversity occurring in 

Indian Literature. There is one writer whose works show ecology not only as an important 

or dominant theme, but there is also concern for natural depletion that is taking place. I 

am talking of Ruskin Bond. The selected stories for my discussion are entitled as No 

Room for a Leopard and Copperfield in the Jungle.  

Key Words: Deep Ecology, Biodiversity, Natural Depletion, Industrialization, 

Urbanization. 
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Abstract:  

Ecosystem disturbance is an event or series of events that alters the relationship of 

organisms and their habitat in time and space. Ecosystem disturbance caused due to 

mining is an evitable fall out of industrialization and modern civilization. Today this 

ecological crisis is an issue for the whole world – rich and poor countries alike. The 

indigenous people have been excluded from the decision-making and policy frameworks 

of the nation-states in which they live, and because they have been subjected to processes 

of domination and discrimination, their cultures have been viewed as being inferior, 

primitive, irrelevant, something to be eradicated or transformed. In addition, they have 

continued to experience the loss of access to lands, territories and natural resources. The 

result has been that indigenous cultures today are threatened with extinction in many 

parts of the world. In The Princes (1963) of Malgonkar, which cannot be legitimately 

categorized as a rural novel, we come across the theme of technological onslaught just 

incidentally. At the end of the novel, there are realistic sketches of the life of the Bhils 

residing in the hilly areas of the state of the Bedar Prince, Abhayraj. The Bhils of the 

valley are to be evacuated as the Bulwara Dam is to be built in the area. The survival and 

development of indigenous peoples’ particular ways of life, their traditional knowledge, 

their handicrafts and other cultural expressions have, since time immemorial, depended 

on their access and rights to their traditional lands, territories and natural resources. 
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Abstract:  

Confessional poetry emphasizes the inmates and sometimes unflattering information about 

details of the poet’s personal life, such as in poems about mental illness, sexuality and 

despondence. The confessionalist label was applied to a number of poets in the 1950’s and 

1960’s. Poetrythat the “Personal” was hardly new in the 1950’s 60’s. The leading poet in our 

discussion is “Sylvia Plath” and her poems “Daddy” and “Lady Lazarus” are taken for our 

perusal. Plath fictionalizes herself in her writing. All her poems uncompromisingly charted 

female rage, ambivalence and grief, in a voice with which many women identified. The 

confessional poets were not merely recording their emotions on paper, but craft and 

constructions were extremely important to their work. 
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Abstract:  

     Postcolonialism in Africa refers in general to the era between 1960 and 1970, during which 

time many African nations gained political independence from their colonial rulers. Much of 

early postcolonial writing reflects this sense of freedom and hope. In the years that followed, 

as many African nations struggled to reinvigorate long – subservient societies and culture, 

writers of post – colonial Africa began reflecting horrors their countries suffered following 

decolonization, and their writing is often imbued with a sense of despair and anger, at both the 

state of their nations and the leaders who replaced former colonial oppressors. My paper 

focuses on the struggle between change and tradition in Chinua Achebe’s Things Fall Apart. 

Things Fall Apart depicts the life of the Igbo people, a large nation of related tribes who share 

a common language, common belief’s and traditions and a common social structure. The novel 

attempts to repair some of the damage done by earlier European depictions of Africans. 
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Abstract: 

Better perceived as the Indian ‘William Wordsworth’, Ruskin Bond was born in Kasauli in the 

then Punjab province in the year 1934. Born to a first generation Brithish migrant, Bond spent 

was brought up at different places that included Jamnagar, Dehradun and Shimla. As customary 

in that period he went to England for his primary studies. Although Bond was studying in 

England, his mind rested in India. He had forged an intimate relationship with the Himalayas 

and longed for it. His works has inspired several generations of writers, authors and 

scriptwriters. This paper is focused on Ruskin Bond’s attachment to nature. The Hidden Pool, 

a short story, by Ruskin Bond is taken for discussion. 
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Abstract:  

Postcolonial studies gained popularity in England during the 1960s with the establishment of 

a Commonwealth literature – in the United States, this phenomenon did not reach its zenith 

until the 1990s. Soyinka is considered one of the most important contemporary African 

dramatists writing in English.  Blending modern European dramatic form with such African 

elements as Yoruba tribal myth, folklore, dance and music, Soyinka infuses the western stage 

with new dramatic possibilities while commenting on modern Nigeria’s political and social 

realities. Wole Soyinka deals with an issue very common in postcolonial literature-namely the 

conflict or clash between the native way of life and the British or Western one. Soyinka uses 

techniques from tradition African ‘theatre’ to bright out this theme in the technique as well.  

Many aspects of life generally not spoken about such as wooing, sexual performance etc, are  

all treated with comic panache in this play. Through out the play, Soyinka brings out the native 

tradition and influence of western culture. My topic focuses on a Cultural  Conflict . Baroka 

stands for native tradition and Lakunle represents western culture. The play portrays meeting 

between the African way of life, symbolized by Baroka and a way of life that blindly imitates 

the West-symbolized by Lakunle. Soyinka uses techniques from tradition African ‘theatre’ to 

bright out this theme in the technique as well 
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Abstract:  

“Green HRM is the use of HRM policies to promote the sustainable use of resources within 

organizations and, more generally promotes the causes of environment sustainability”. The 

term Green HRM has become the buzz word within the business field at present and its 

significance is increasing manifold with the passage of time. This term has also its secured 

position as a hot topic in recent research works since the awareness on environmental 

management and sustainable development has been increasingly raising day by day all round 

the globe. Today the topic Green HRM not only includes awareness toward environmental 

affairs, but also stands for the social as well as economical well-being of both the organization 

and the employees within a broader prospect.  

    Last two decades of this century have witnessed a unanimous consensus for the need of a 

realistic environmental management drive all over the world. This effort was undertaken since 

the damaging effects of different pollutants among which the industrial wastes being the major 

culprit that has been deteriorating and depleting our natural resources very fast has been 

evident. The “Magna Carta” on Human Environment was declared in the first United Nation’s 

(International) Conference on Human Environment held in June 1972 in Stockholm declared 

that to defend and improve the human environment for present and future generation have 

become an imperative goal for mankind. The Green HRM literature is largely a western one 

and, given the importance of Asian economic development for environmental management, 

this is an important gap for future studies to reduce. Scholars of management around the world 

are now analyzing various managerial practices that can facilitate the achievements of the goals 

of GHRM and also have a significant impact on the environmental competitiveness of the 

organizations. 
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Abstract: 



The role of the Human Resource Manager is evolving with the change in competitive 

market environment and the realization that Human Resource Management must play a more 

strategic role in the success of an organization. Organizations that do not put their emphasis on 

attracting and retaining talents may find themselves in dire consequences, as their competitors 

may be outplaying them in the strategic employment of their human resources. 

     With the increase in competition, locally or globally, organizations must become more 

adaptable, resilient, agile, and customer-focused to succeed. And within this change in 

environment, the HR professional has to evolve to become a strategic partner, an employee 

sponsor or advocate, and a change mentor within the organization. In order to succeed, HR 

must be a business driven function with a thorough understanding of the organization’s big 

picture and be able to influence key decisions and policies. In general, the focus of today’s HR 

Manager is on strategic personnel retention and talents development. HR professionals will be 

coaches, counselors, mentors, and succession planners to help motivate organization’s 

members and their loyalty. The HR manager will also promote and fight for values, ethics, 

beliefs, and spirituality within their organizations, especially in the management of workplace 

diversity. This paper will highlight on how a HR manager can meet the challenges of workplace 

diversity, how to motivate employees through gain-sharing and executive information system 

through proper planning, organizing, leading and controlling their human resources. 
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Abstract:  

Internet marketing is also known as digital marketing, online marketing, web marketing, 



e-marketing is the marketing of products or services over the internet. Internet marketing is 

considered to be broad in scope, because it not only refers to marketing over internet, but also 

marketing done via e-mail and wireless media. Digital customer data and Electronic customer 

relationship management (ERCM) are also often grouped together under internet marketing. 

Internet marketing ties together the creative and technical aspects of the internet, including 

design, development, advertising and sales. Internet marketing also refers to the placement of 

media along many different stages of customer engagement through search engine marketing 

(SEM), search engine optimization (SEO) and banner ads on websites. 
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Abstract: 

Digital India is a campaign launched by the Government of India to ensure that 



Government services are made available to citizens electronically by improved online 

infrastructure and by increasing Internet connectivity or by making the country digitally 

empowered in the field of technology. Digital India was launched by the Prime Minister of 

India Narendra Modi on 1 July 2015 with an objective of connecting rural areas with high-

speed Internet networks and improving digital literacy. The vision of Digital India programme 

is inclusive growth in areas of electronic services, products, manufacturing and job 

opportunities etc. and it is centred on three key areas – Digital Infrastructure as a Utility to 

Every Citizen, Governance & Services on Demand and Digital Empowerment of Citizens. 
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Abstract: 

    Knowledge Management, (KM) is a concept and a term that arose approximately two 

decades ago, roughly in 1990. Quite simply one might say that it means organizing an 

organization's information and knowledge holistically, but that sounds a bit wooly, and 

surprisingly enough, even though it sounds overbroad, it is not the whole picture. Very early 

on in the KM movement, Davenport (1994) offered the still widely quoted definition: 

"Knowledge management is the process of capturing, distributing, and effectively using 

knowledge." 

Knowledge management has emerged as an important field for practice and research in 

information systems. This field is building on theoretical foundations from information 

economics, strategic management, organizational culture, organizational behavior, 

organizational structure, artificial intelligence, quality management, and organizational 

performance measurement. These theories are being used as foundations for new concepts that 

provide a rationale for managing knowledge, define the process of managing knowledge, and 

enable us to evaluate the results of this process. Based on articles published between 1995 and 

2005, new concepts are emerging, including knowledge economy, knowledge alliance, 

knowledge culture, knowledge organization, knowledge infrastructure, and knowledge equity. 

An analysis of the theoretical foundations of knowledge management reveals a healthy arena 

with a strong foundation and clear directions for future work. 
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Abstract: 

The behaviour that consumers display in searching for, purchasing, using, evaluating, and 



disposing of products and services that they expect will satisfy their needs. The study of 

consumers helps firms and organizations improve their marketing strategies by understanding 

issues such as how  

    The psychology of how consumers think, feel, reason, and select between different 

alternatives (e.g., brands, products).The psychology of how the consumer is influenced by his 

or her environment (e.g., culture, family, signs, media).The behavior of consumers while 

shopping or making other marketing  decisions. Limitations in consumer knowledge or 

information processing abilities influence decisions and marketing outcome. One "official" 

definition of consumer behavior is "The study of individuals, groups, or organizations and the 

processes they use to select, secure, use, and dispose of products, services, experiences, or ideas 

to satisfy needs and the impacts that these processes have on the consumer and society." 

Although it is not necessary to memorize this definition, it brings up some useful points: 

1. Behavior occurs either for the individual, or in the context of a group (e.g., friends influence 

what kinds of clothes a person wears) or an organization (people on the job make decisions 

as to which products the firm should use). 

2. Consumer behavior involves the use and disposal of products as well as the study of how 

they are purchased. Product use is often of great interest to the marketer, because this may 

influence how a product is best positioned or how we can encourage increased consumption. 

Since many environmental problems result from product disposal (e.g., motor oil being sent 

into sewage systems to save the recycling fee, or garbage piling up at landfills) this is also 

an area of interest. 

3. Consumer behavior involves services and ideas as well as tangible products. 
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Abstract 



    The behaviour that consumers display in searching for, purchasing using, evaluation, and 

disposing of products and that they expect will satisfy their needs.  

The study of consumers help firm and organizations improve their making strategies by 

understanding issues how. The psychology of how consumers think, feel, reason, and select 

between alternatives (e.g.,  brands, product) psychology of how the consumer is influenced by 

his or her environment (e.g., culture, family , signs, media).  The consumers while shopping or 

marking other marketing decisions.  Limitations in knowledge or information processing 

abilities influence decisions and marketing outcome. 

    One official definition of consumer behaviour is the study of individuals, groups, or 

organizations and the prose use to select, secure use, and dispose of products, services 

experiences, or ideas to satisfy and impacts the processes have on the consumer and society, 

although it is not necessary this definition, it brings useful points. Behaviour occurs either for 

the individual, or in the context of a group (e.g., friends influence what kinds of person wears) 

or an organization (people on the job making decision as to which products the firm should 

use) 
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Abstract: 

A study has been undertaken to understand the levels of stress that educators go though 

when instructing students in various classes. The job of an educator is tough, but there are times 

when the physical and the psychological toll that it takes do not make it worth the while to be 

a lecturer and an instructor. The study has been aimed at understanding the various conditions 

under which the lecturers have to work and the specific environments where stress levels are 

higher for lecturers than in other environments. For the study physical observation has been 

undertaken of lecturers in their classrooms in 15 classes for one month. Interviews with 15 

teachers have been undertaken with the same question being asked to all the 15 lectures in 

order to see the different view points of the 15 different lecturers. A review of similar literature 

has also been undertaken to understand how the results finding where achieved and what are 

comparison with the result of this study. The methodology is a simple quantitative methodology  

and the sampling method for samples were chose because of their high stress levels at work 

and yet were brilliant educators otherwise. The study specifically studied whether their high 

level of intelligence bordering   genius was the reason for the stress levels when they lectured 

or whether it was genuinely the conditions of the work environment the pressures from the 

administration the pressures  for the large sponsors of the  universities or the behaviour in the 

classroom that made the lectures reach a point where  was not possible for them to understand 

where the line of control began and the line of falling into the brink started. The issues of stress 

levels in the instruction of lectures are so high that it has become necessary to understand the 

factors that lead to stress. The purpose of the study is also to be able to impact the knowledge 

of the research study that has been undertaken in order to help lectures to stay healthy 

physically and mentally in order to be able to live life without being affected. The first thing 

that the study has been done is identity the stress factors that have led to such a situation  where 

the high levels of stress not only the psychological well being but also the physical well being 

of lecturers. 
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Abstract: 

Viral Marketing, the idea of exploiting social interactions of users to propagate awareness 

for products, has given considerable focus in recent years. One of the key issues in this area is 

to select the best seeds that maximize the influence propagated in the social network. In this 

paper, we define the seed selection problem for multiple products. Specifically, given the social 

network and the product along with their seed requirements, we need to select seed for each 

product that maximize the overall influence. As the seeds are typically sent promotional 

message avoid spamming users, we put a hard constraint on the number of products for which 

any single user can be selected seed. In this paper, we design two efficient techniques for the t-

IM problem, called greedy and fair greedy. 
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ABSTRACT: 

A systematic investment plan (SIP) is a plan where investors make regular, equal payments 

into a mutual fund, trading account or retirement account, such as a 401(k), and benefit 

from the long-term advantages of dollar-cost averaging (DCA) and the convenience of 

saving regularly without taking any actions except the initial setup of the SIP. Because 

dollar-cost averaging involves buying a fixed-dollar amount of a security regardless of its 

price, shares are bought at various prices, the average cost per share of the security decreases 

over time and the risk of investing a large amount of money into a security lessens. Dreams 

can only be achieved if you work towards them. Even building wealth is no different. A 

Systematic Investment Plan (SIP) helps you do just that. With SIP, you can invest a fixed 

amount in mutual funds step-by-step monthly or quarterly over a period of time, thereby 

averaging out your cost of investing and benefiting from the power of compounding. The 

power of compounding works best as you stay invested helping your money earn money 

over the years. After all, it is the time in the market and not timing the market that helps 

you create wealth for your dreams in life. So, dream more and achieve much more. Start 

investing through a SIP today and work towards achieving your dreams.  
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Abstract:  

 The article tries to find out the gender differences towards knowledge management 

practices among bank employees in Chennai. One objective was framed for this research. 

Sample size was 455 in all obtained through multistage sampling technique in Chennai. 

Questionnaire is with 5 point scale. One way ANOVA analysis was used for data analysis. 

Knowledge management shows significant difference through dimensions such as knowledge 

utilization, information technology and knowledge motivation and do not differ towards 

knowledge storage, knowledge sharing enablers and knowledge creation with respect to gender 

groups. It is noted that independent sample t test result that moderately perceived towards 

knowledge management with respect to gender group of the bank employees. Hence it is 

concluded that the current team building efforts in bank management should be sustained to 

promote the integrated strategy in knowledge management.  

Key Words: Knowledge management, knowledge utilization, information technology and 

knowledge motivation. 
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Abstract: 

 The article tries to find out the influence of brand image on purchase intention. One 

objective of this study is reached through proper methodology. Sample size is 200 in all 

obtained through quota sampling in Salem City. Researcher designed questionnaire is with 5 

point scale in the continuum of agreeing. Reliability of this tool is 0.78 to 0.90. Various 

statistical tools employed were correlation and regression analyses were for data analysis. The 

finding indicates that the brand image influencing consumer’s purchase intention. The study 

concluded that the FMCG corporate to concentrate more on attractive advertisements, product 

quality, price, product design and easy availability. This can establish and improve the positive 

image about the brand in the minds of consumers. Through that the brand image able to 

influence the consumer’s purchase intention.  

Keywords: Brand Image, Purchase Intention, Correlation, regression, FMCG and Consumers. 
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ABSTRACT:  

 Strategic human resource management is designed to help companies best meet the 

needs of their employees while promoting company goals. Human resource management deals 

with any aspects of a business that affects employees, such as hiring and firing pay, benefits, 

training and administration. Human resource may also provide work incentives, safety 

procedure information and sick or vacation days. Strategic human resource management is the 



proactive management of people .it requires thinking ahead and planning ways for a company 

to better meet the needs of its employees and for the employees to better meet the needs of the 

company 
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ABSTRACT: 

   This study of SRMU deals with analysis of teacher’s job satisfaction which plays a 

significant role for effective productivity .its paves way for retain the staff in organization. It 

facilitates in formulation of HRM policies which would enrich the competitive advantage of 

the current scenario.  
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ABSTRACT: 

    This study of SRMU deals with analysis of teacher’s job satisfaction which plays a 

significant role for effective productivity .its paves way for retain the staff in organization. It 

facilitates in formulation of HRM policies which would enrich the competitive advantage of 

the current scenario.  
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ABSTRACT: 

Online shopping is the process of buying goods and services from merchants who sell on the 

internet. Shoppers can visit web stores from the comfort of their homes and shop as they sit in 

front of the computer. The main purpose of this study is to determine the factors influencing 

consumers attitude towards e-commerce purchases through online shopping. Interner has 

developed in new delivery channels electronic transactions are increasing rapidly. This need 

has arisen to understand how they perceive directly to buy consumers. Most of the people who 



use the internet to purchase good online, but that there are still some reasons for which 

consumers are reluctant to buy online. The attitudes of people toward the purchase online are 

different. Companies also use the internet to convey, communicate and disseminate information 

to sell the product, to take feedback and also to conduct satisfaction  
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ABSTRACT: 

  Internet is one component which has recently become the key element of fast and rapid 

lifestyle. Be it for communication, relating with official purposes, ‘internet’ has become the 

central-hub for all. While interactions in the real world shopping are mainly based on day‐to‐

day activities between consumers and service providers, interactions in e-commerce take place 



mainly through the wholesaler’s website. This study analyzed the characteristics of Purchase 

behaviour of consumer special reference with online shopping. 
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ABSTRACT: 

Entrepreneurial process is a major factor in economic development and the entrepreneur 

is the key to economic growth. Whatever be the form of economic and political set-up of the 

country, entrepreneurship is indispensable for economic development The entrepreneur who is 

a business leader looks for ideas and puts them into effect in fostering economic growth and 

development. Entrepreneurship is one of the most important input in the economic 



development of a country.The entrepreneur acts as a trigger head to give spark to economic 

activities by his entrepreneurial decisions. He plays a pivotal role not only in the development 

of industrial sector of a country but also in the development of farm and service sector. The 

major roles played by an entrepreneur in the economic development of an economy An 

entrepreneurship development scheme is currently being developed by Ministry of Skill 

Development and Entrepreneurship. EDP is a programme meant to develop entrepreneurial 

abilities among the people. In other words, it refers to inculcation, development, and polishing 

of entrepreneurial skills into a person needed to establish and successfully run his / her 

enterprise. Thus, the concept of entrepreneurship development programme involves equipping 

a person with the required skills and knowledge needed for starting and running the 

enterprise.Entrepreneurs play a key role in any economy. These are the people who have the 

skills and initiative necessary to take good new ideas to market and make the right decisions to 

make the idea profitable. Entrepreneurial ventures literally generate new wealth. Existing 

businesses may remain confined to the scope of existing markets and may hit the glass ceiling 

in terms of income. New and improved offerings, products or technologies from entrepreneurs 

enable new markets to be developed and new wealth created. And helps for the overall 

development of nation. 
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ABSTRACT: 

Electronic banking also known as electronic fund transfer is simply the use of electronic means 

to transfer funds directly from one account to another, rather than by cheque or cash. The 

method of the invention include the steps of inputting a customer banking request from among 

a menu of banking requests at a remote personnel computer. 

Online banking allows for casier updating and maintaining of direct accounts. The time for 

changing mailing address is greatly reduced, ordering of additional checks is availed and 



provision of actual time interest rates. If you have more than you need to manage your day to 

day expenses,banks offer a variety of options for saving, including money market accounts, 

CDs, high-interest online savings accounts and basic savings accounts. 
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ABSTRACT: 

Management of working capital plays an important role of overall Manufacturing firms. 

Working capital is regarded as the result of the time lag between the expenditure for the 

purchase of raw material and the collection for the sale of the finished goods. The study tries 

to know about the impact of relationship between working capital management, operating cycle 



of manufacturing firm and its stages, components, concepts, the profitability and liquidity.” 

Many times business failure takes place due ti lack of working capital.” Working capital is 

considered as the life blood and the controlling nerve centre of a business. Inadequate working 

capital is business ailment. Therefore, every business concern should have adequate amount of 

working capital t run its business operations. It should have neither redundant or excess 

working capital nor adequate nor shortages of working capital. Both excess as well as short 

working capital position are bad for any business. However, it is the inadequate working capital 

which is more dangerous from the point of view of the firm. No business can run successfully 

without an adequate amount of the working capital. Thus efficient management of working 

capital is essential for the success of a plan. 
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ABSTRACT: 

In developing economics, the small savings of rural areas are contributing more in 

establishing the small and micro enterprises in India. In the light of demise f rural artisanship, 

entrepreneurship has been given much importance as well as empowerment too. The women 

empowerment has been important role of Government and other non-Governmental 

organizations. The women are endowed with innate power that can make them successful 



entrepreneurs. Women entrepreneurship is inherent and also a natural process. 

Entrepreneurship is considered as one of the most important factors contributing to the 

economic development of the society. There are evidence to believe that countries which have 

proportionately higher percentage of entrepreneurs in their population have developed much 

faster as compared to countries, which have lesser percentage of them in the society. In India 

women constitute around 48 percent of the population but their participation in the economic 

activities is only 34 percent. As per the Human Development Report (2007), India ranks 96th 

on the gender related development index of 137 nations. The gender empowerment measures, 

which estimate the extent or women participation in the country’s economic and political 

activities, rank India as 110th of the 166 nations. In the emerging complex social scenario, 

women have a pivotal role to play. Now women have taken u entrepreneurial role in order to 

create a meaning for themselves. The traditional roles of housewives are gradually changing 

into women entrepreneurs. 
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ABSTRACT: 

Tax plays an important role in India’s revenue. Citizens pay different direct and indirect 

taxes, which was a great burden on the citizens. So the government has decided to make one 

tax system throughout the nation. GST is a simple tax system that includes indirect taxes of 

central and state government. It is expected to reduce cascading of tax and reduce the burden 

of the Indian citizen. GST was used by various countries to reduce the complex in tax system. 

This study will help to show the impact of GST among the consumers after its amendment.  
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ABSTRACT 

Green Banking means ensuring environment friendly practices in banking sector and 

thereby reducing internal and external carbon footprints. Banking activities are not physically 

related to the environment, but the external impact of their customer activities is substantial. 

So there is need for banks to adopt green strategies into their operations, buildings, investments 

and financing strategies. The purpose of this paper is to highlight the green rating standards 

given by RBI, the World Bank’s environmental and social norms, the initiatives taken by public 

and private sector banks in India in the adoption of Green Banking practices and to enlist the 

significant strategies for adoption of Green Banking.  
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ABSTRACT 

 

The demonetization revolution in India has made a great impact on people to go adopt cashless 

economy Nevertheless, the situation of India with this regard is critical as there are numerous 

setbacks ranging from socio-economic to geo-political dimensions that has and will have an 

effect on the digital transition. The changing market scenario and the technological 

advancements of smart phones and internet have opened up a Pandora’s Box. This served as 

other drivers to the development of digital banking, e-wallets, e-commerce, green banking, 



mobile banking and so forth. This paper is focused on understanding the benefits and problems 

faced by the employed in the digital India program. The analysis suggests how digital illiteracy, 

digital divide, lack of digital infrastructure, cyber security and so forth affects the transition of 

a cashless society in a developing country like India. The challenges are immense; however a 

thorough planning and implementation of policies to tackle them would smoothen out the 

transition process and work to the benefit of the nation. 
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ABSTRACT 

Today, web technology has emerged as an integral and indispensable part of the Indian Banking 

sector. The enlargement of non-cash based transactions around the globe has resulted in the 

steady development of robust online payment systems. With the emerging trends in business 

most of the companies are depending on digital money, electronic data and computer networks 

where all of the personal and financial information is stored. By these trends theft tactics have 



also been upgraded. Cybercrime is one of the major challenges today. Major cyberattack in the 

recent years not only caused financial loss but also leaked other sensitive information. “Cyber-

Crime” is crime that involves a computer and a network. Cyber-Crime is being considered a 

serious threat to all the aspects of a nation’s economic growth as maximum instances of the 

same are being observed in financial institutions. Cyber-Crime incidents include but are not 

limited to credit card fraud, spamming, spoofing, e-money laundering, ATM fraud, phishing, 

identity theft and denial of service. A number of technical defence and control measures like 

increased realtime supervision on transactions have been undertaken by the banks, however, 

even today the problem persists (Premchaiswadi, Williams, and Premchaiswadi, 2009). The 

reason behind this is that the defence measures currently available with banks are often 

reactive, time consuming and available in public domain which can be accessed even by the 

cybercriminal who in turn adopts measures to combat from these defences. One of the ways to 

mitigate the problem of cybercrimes in banking sector is to identify the factors related to banks 

that are generally targets of such cyber-attacks, and why some banks have never faced such a 

situation. Banks which are generally targets of cybercrimes suffer from various malware 

attacks in form of online phishing, keystroke-loggings malwares, identity theft, etc.  
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ABSTRACT: 

In  recent years,the combinationof economic growth and population growth in emerging 

markets and less developed markets has acclerated the progression ofglobalization of retailing 

and globalization by retailers . The challengers faced by global and globalizing retailers can be 

more daunting compared to those faced by firms in other industries such as automobiles,steel 

and computers etc. Retailing innovations that are responsive to the characterstics od distinctive 

national markets and border aggregations of markets such as mature,emerging and less 



developed marke5ts are critical to the success of  global and globalizing retailers. Against this 

backdrop,this paper focuses on retailing innovations in thecontext of a globalizing retailing 

environment. It attempts to shed insights in to  thecharacterstistics of retailing innovations in 

the context of a globzlizing retailing environment . It attempts to shed insights into 

characterstics of retailing innovations conductive to superior performance in distinctive 

national markerrts and across broader aggregations of markets. Towards this end, we first 

examine the environmentalconditions of markets in different devlopment stages, namely 

mature emerging and less developed mmarket and explore consumer based, industry based, 

and legal and regulatoy  basedchallenges faced by globalizing retailers in these markets.       
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ABSTRACT: 

An ombudsman is an authority, appointed by the government and even private bodies to 

investigate complaints against an authority. Essentially, the ombudsman is an intermediate 

person who tries to resolve the complaints which one party has raised against the other. Their 

task is to look into the complaint and resolve the matter in a peaceful manner. Generally, it is 

meant to be used by a service consumer. The ombudsman is supposed to provide quick, neutral 

and cost effective justice to an aggrieved complainant. He tries to bring the issue of the 



consumer/complainant to the service provider’s notice so that it can be resolved. 

In India, ombudsman exists for sectors like insurance, income tax, banking and other 

sectors as well. So you can approach the Insurance Ombudsman for your insurance related 

complaints; the Banking Ombudsman for banking related complaints and the Income Tax 

Ombudsman for income tax related complaints. This paper discuss the Concept, role and 

importance of banking ombudsman in India 
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ABSTRACT 

The Internet has changed the operations of many businesses, and has been becoming a 

powerful channel for business marketing and communication. The banking industry has used 

this trend in recent years, and it is called as "E-Banking" referring to all banking transactions 

now completing through Internet. The major banks in India are providing services through 

electronic channels such as ATMs, internet banking, Tele-banking and mobile banking, the 

advance of communication and computer technology and the availability of the Internet have 

made it possible. So, it becomes important to know the awareness of the consumer towards 

online banking. This paper attempts to find out awareness among customers for internet 



banking at Avadi. The required data collected through questionnaire. For the purpose of the 

study, required primary data have also been collected along with secondary data.  
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ABSTRACT 

In the current business world, business owners look for different methods to promote their 

businesses, globally. One of the widely available successful marketing strategies is Niche 

marketing. Today’s business has changed and evolved over the years as technology has created 

new ways for advertisements to reach customers. The end result has hopefully increased profits 

for the business owners, since the main goal of business hasn’t changed. Marketing strategies 

have grown more sophisticated as well. Every business is in search of the right customer for 

their product. Large companies spend thousands of money to develop the new products and to 

conduct market research. Small businesses also need to know where to market their products 

or services. One tool in the marketing is Niche marketing for small business. Niche Marketing 

focuses on a specific segment of customers. Those are mostly like to connect with the business. 

This study discusses the characteristics, benefits, challenges, importance of Niche marketing 

and explores the challenges and opportunities businesses have with Niche marketing. This 

paper also examines the present trends of Niche marketing in India. 
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ABSTRACT:  

 Strategic human resource management is designed to help companies best meet the 

needs of their employees while promoting company goals. Human resource management deals 

with any aspects of a business that affects employees, such as hiring and firing pay, benefits, 

training and administration. Human resource may also provide work incentives, safety 

procedure information and sick or vacation days. Strategic human resource management is the 

proactive management of people .it requires thinking ahead and planning ways for a company 

to better meet the needs of its employees and for the employees to better meet the needs of the 

company 
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ABSTRACT: 

   This study of SRMU deals with analysis of teacher’s job satisfaction which plays a 

significant role for effective productivity .its paves way for retain the staff in organization. It 

facilitates in formulation of HRM policies which would enrich the competitive advantage of 

the current scenario.  
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ABSTRACT: 

    This study of SRMU deals with analysis of teacher’s job satisfaction which plays a 

significant role for effective productivity .its paves way for retain the staff in organization. It 

facilitates in formulation of HRM policies which would enrich the competitive advantage of 

the current scenario.  
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ABSTRACT: 

Online shopping is the process of buying goods and services from merchants who sell on the 

internet. Shoppers can visit web stores from the comfort of their homes and shop as they sit in 

front of the computer. The main purpose of this study is to determine the factors influencing 

consumers attitude towards e-commerce purchases through online shopping. Interner has 

developed in new delivery channels electronic transactions are increasing rapidly. This need 

has arisen to understand how they perceive directly to buy consumers. Most of the people who 

use the internet to purchase good online, but that there are still some reasons for which 

consumers are reluctant to buy online. The attitudes of people toward the purchase online are 

different. Companies also use the internet to convey, communicate and disseminate information 

to sell the product, to take feedback and also to conduct satisfaction  
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ABSTRACT: 

  Internet is one component which has recently become the key element of fast and rapid 

lifestyle. Be it for communication, relating with official purposes, ‘internet’ has become the 

central-hub for all. While interactions in the real world shopping are mainly based on day‐to‐

day activities between consumers and service providers, interactions in e-commerce take place 

mainly through the wholesaler’s website. This study analyzed the characteristics of Purchase 

behaviour of consumer special reference with online shopping. 
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ABSTRACT: 

Entrepreneurial process is a major factor in economic development and the entrepreneur 

is the key to economic growth. Whatever be the form of economic and political set-up of the 

country, entrepreneurship is indispensable for economic development The entrepreneur who is 

a business leader looks for ideas and puts them into effect in fostering economic growth and 

development. Entrepreneurship is one of the most important input in the economic 

development of a country.The entrepreneur acts as a trigger head to give spark to economic 

activities by his entrepreneurial decisions. He plays a pivotal role not only in the development 

of industrial sector of a country but also in the development of farm and service sector. The 

major roles played by an entrepreneur in the economic development of an economy An 

entrepreneurship development scheme is currently being developed by Ministry of Skill 

Development and Entrepreneurship. EDP is a programme meant to develop entrepreneurial 

abilities among the people. In other words, it refers to inculcation, development, and polishing 

of entrepreneurial skills into a person needed to establish and successfully run his / her 

enterprise. Thus, the concept of entrepreneurship development programme involves equipping 

a person with the required skills and knowledge needed for starting and running the 

enterprise.Entrepreneurs play a key role in any economy. These are the people who have the 

skills and initiative necessary to take good new ideas to market and make the right decisions to 

make the idea profitable. Entrepreneurial ventures literally generate new wealth. Existing 

businesses may remain confined to the scope of existing markets and may hit the glass ceiling 

in terms of income. New and improved offerings, products or technologies from entrepreneurs 

enable new markets to be developed and new wealth created. And helps for the overall 

development of nation. 
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ABSTRACT: 

Electronic banking also known as electronic fund transfer is simply the use of electronic means 

to transfer funds directly from one account to another, rather than by cheque or cash. The 

method of the invention include the steps of inputting a customer banking request from among 

a menu of banking requests at a remote personnel computer. 

Online banking allows for casier updating and maintaining of direct accounts. The time for 

changing mailing address is greatly reduced, ordering of additional checks is availed and 

provision of actual time interest rates. If you have more than you need to manage your day to 

day expenses,banks offer a variety of options for saving, including money market accounts, 

CDs, high-interest online savings accounts and basic savings accounts. 
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ABSTRACT: 

Management of working capital plays an important role of overall Manufacturing firms. 

Working capital is regarded as the result of the time lag between the expenditure for the 

purchase of raw material and the collection for the sale of the finished goods. The study tries 

to know about the impact of relationship between working capital management, operating cycle 

of manufacturing firm and its stages, components, concepts, the profitability and liquidity.” 

Many times business failure takes place due ti lack of working capital.” Working capital is 

considered as the life blood and the controlling nerve centre of a business. Inadequate working 

capital is business ailment. Therefore, every business concern should have adequate amount of 

working capital t run its business operations. It should have neither redundant or excess 

working capital nor adequate nor shortages of working capital. Both excess as well as short 

working capital position are bad for any business. However, it is the inadequate working capital 

which is more dangerous from the point of view of the firm. No business can run successfully 

without an adequate amount of the working capital. Thus efficient management of working 

capital is essential for the success of a plan. 
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ABSTRACT: 

In developing economics, the small savings of rural areas are contributing more in 

establishing the small and micro enterprises in India. In the light of demise f rural artisanship, 

entrepreneurship has been given much importance as well as empowerment too. The women 

empowerment has been important role of Government and other non-Governmental 

organizations. The women are endowed with innate power that can make them successful 

entrepreneurs. Women entrepreneurship is inherent and also a natural process. 

Entrepreneurship is considered as one of the most important factors contributing to the 

economic development of the society. There are evidence to believe that countries which have 

proportionately higher percentage of entrepreneurs in their population have developed much 

faster as compared to countries, which have lesser percentage of them in the society. In India 

women constitute around 48 percent of the population but their participation in the economic 

activities is only 34 percent. As per the Human Development Report (2007), India ranks 96th 

on the gender related development index of 137 nations. The gender empowerment measures, 

which estimate the extent or women participation in the country’s economic and political 

activities, rank India as 110th of the 166 nations. In the emerging complex social scenario, 

women have a pivotal role to play. Now women have taken u entrepreneurial role in order to 

create a meaning for themselves. The traditional roles of housewives are gradually changing 

into women entrepreneurs. 
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ABSTRACT: 

Tax plays an important role in India’s revenue. Citizens pay different direct and indirect 

taxes, which was a great burden on the citizens. So the government has decided to make one 

tax system throughout the nation. GST is a simple tax system that includes indirect taxes of 

central and state government. It is expected to reduce cascading of tax and reduce the burden 

of the Indian citizen. GST was used by various countries to reduce the complex in tax system. 

This study will help to show the impact of GST among the consumers after its amendment.  
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ABSTRACT 

Green Banking means ensuring environment friendly practices in banking sector and 

thereby reducing internal and external carbon footprints. Banking activities are not physically 

related to the environment, but the external impact of their customer activities is substantial. 

So there is need for banks to adopt green strategies into their operations, buildings, investments 

and financing strategies. The purpose of this paper is to highlight the green rating standards 

given by RBI, the World Bank’s environmental and social norms, the initiatives taken by public 

and private sector banks in India in the adoption of Green Banking practices and to enlist the 

significant strategies for adoption of Green Banking.  
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ABSTRACT 

 

The demonetization revolution in India has made a great impact on people to go adopt cashless 

economy Nevertheless, the situation of India with this regard is critical as there are numerous 

setbacks ranging from socio-economic to geo-political dimensions that has and will have an 

effect on the digital transition. The changing market scenario and the technological 

advancements of smart phones and internet have opened up a Pandora’s Box. This served as 

other drivers to the development of digital banking, e-wallets, e-commerce, green banking, 

mobile banking and so forth. This paper is focused on understanding the benefits and problems 

faced by the employed in the digital India program. The analysis suggests how digital illiteracy, 

digital divide, lack of digital infrastructure, cyber security and so forth affects the transition of 

a cashless society in a developing country like India. The challenges are immense; however a 

thorough planning and implementation of policies to tackle them would smoothen out the 

transition process and work to the benefit of the nation. 
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ABSTRACT 

Today, web technology has emerged as an integral and indispensable part of the Indian Banking 

sector. The enlargement of non-cash based transactions around the globe has resulted in the 

steady development of robust online payment systems. With the emerging trends in business 

most of the companies are depending on digital money, electronic data and computer networks 

where all of the personal and financial information is stored. By these trends theft tactics have 

also been upgraded. Cybercrime is one of the major challenges today. Major cyberattack in the 

recent years not only caused financial loss but also leaked other sensitive information. “Cyber-

Crime” is crime that involves a computer and a network. Cyber-Crime is being considered a 

serious threat to all the aspects of a nation’s economic growth as maximum instances of the 

same are being observed in financial institutions. Cyber-Crime incidents include but are not 

limited to credit card fraud, spamming, spoofing, e-money laundering, ATM fraud, phishing, 

identity theft and denial of service. A number of technical defence and control measures like 

increased realtime supervision on transactions have been undertaken by the banks, however, 

even today the problem persists (Premchaiswadi, Williams, and Premchaiswadi, 2009). The 

reason behind this is that the defence measures currently available with banks are often 

reactive, time consuming and available in public domain which can be accessed even by the 

cybercriminal who in turn adopts measures to combat from these defences. One of the ways to 

mitigate the problem of cybercrimes in banking sector is to identify the factors related to banks 

that are generally targets of such cyber-attacks, and why some banks have never faced such a 

situation. Banks which are generally targets of cybercrimes suffer from various malware 

attacks in form of online phishing, keystroke-loggings malwares, identity theft, etc.  
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ABSTRACT: 

In  recent years,the combinationof economic growth and population growth in emerging 

markets and less developed markets has acclerated the progression ofglobalization of retailing 

and globalization by retailers . The challengers faced by global and globalizing retailers can be 

more daunting compared to those faced by firms in other industries such as automobiles,steel 

and computers etc. Retailing innovations that are responsive to the characterstics od distinctive 

national markets and border aggregations of markets such as mature,emerging and less 

developed marke5ts are critical to the success of  global and globalizing retailers. Against this 

backdrop,this paper focuses on retailing innovations in thecontext of a globalizing retailing 

environment. It attempts to shed insights in to  thecharacterstistics of retailing innovations in 

the context of a globzlizing retailing environment . It attempts to shed insights into 

characterstics of retailing innovations conductive to superior performance in distinctive 

national markerrts and across broader aggregations of markets. Towards this end, we first 

examine the environmentalconditions of markets in different devlopment stages, namely 

mature emerging and less developed mmarket and explore consumer based, industry based, 

and legal and regulatoy  basedchallenges faced by globalizing retailers in these markets.       
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ABSTRACT: 

An ombudsman is an authority, appointed by the government and even private bodies to 

investigate complaints against an authority. Essentially, the ombudsman is an intermediate 

person who tries to resolve the complaints which one party has raised against the other. Their 

task is to look into the complaint and resolve the matter in a peaceful manner. Generally, it is 

meant to be used by a service consumer. The ombudsman is supposed to provide quick, neutral 

and cost effective justice to an aggrieved complainant. He tries to bring the issue of the 

consumer/complainant to the service provider’s notice so that it can be resolved. 

In India, ombudsman exists for sectors like insurance, income tax, banking and other 

sectors as well. So you can approach the Insurance Ombudsman for your insurance related 

complaints; the Banking Ombudsman for banking related complaints and the Income Tax 

Ombudsman for income tax related complaints. This paper discuss the Concept, role and 

importance of banking ombudsman in India 
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ABSTRACT 

The Internet has changed the operations of many businesses, and has been becoming a 

powerful channel for business marketing and communication. The banking industry has used 

this trend in recent years, and it is called as "E-Banking" referring to all banking transactions 

now completing through Internet. The major banks in India are providing services through 

electronic channels such as ATMs, internet banking, Tele-banking and mobile banking, the 

advance of communication and computer technology and the availability of the Internet have 

made it possible. So, it becomes important to know the awareness of the consumer towards 

online banking. This paper attempts to find out awareness among customers for internet 

banking at Avadi. The required data collected through questionnaire. For the purpose of the 

study, required primary data have also been collected along with secondary data.  
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ABSTRACT 

In the current business world, business owners look for different methods to promote their 

businesses, globally. One of the widely available successful marketing strategies is Niche 

marketing. Today’s business has changed and evolved over the years as technology has created 

new ways for advertisements to reach customers. The end result has hopefully increased profits 

for the business owners, since the main goal of business hasn’t changed. Marketing strategies 

have grown more sophisticated as well. Every business is in search of the right customer for 

their product. Large companies spend thousands of money to develop the new products and to 

conduct market research. Small businesses also need to know where to market their products 

or services. One tool in the marketing is Niche marketing for small business. Niche Marketing 

focuses on a specific segment of customers. Those are mostly like to connect with the business. 

This study discusses the characteristics, benefits, challenges, importance of Niche marketing 

and explores the challenges and opportunities businesses have with Niche marketing. This 

paper also examines the present trends of Niche marketing in India. 
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Abstract: 

 Secure Electronic Transactions is a very wide-ranging protocol used for secure 

transaction which is to provide authentication and confidentiality. It contains some 

inadequacies such a low in processing speed when 56 bit key DES is used and it also faces 

complexity problem. For the above hitch I designate curative elucidation formulated by 

different authors in this paper. 
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ABSTRACT:  

 In this research paper, to improve software quality, defects are identified from different 

projects. The defects are classified and then analyzed. Those defects are then eliminated by 

finding the root causes, for which defect preventive mechanisms are established for reducing 

reoccurrences of similar defects in the subsequent projects, thus improving quality. Effective 

change management methodology can keep quality under control.  

Key words: Defect management, Software quality, Defect prevention 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

ABSTRACT: 

 Most large software products have good quality control process. Defect Prevention can 

be applied to one or more phases of the software development life cycle to improve software 

process quality. Defect Prevention involves analyzing defects that were encountered in the past 

and taking specific actions to prevent the occurrence of those types of defects in future. Root 

cause analysis is the process of finding and eliminating the causes of defect, which prevents 

the problem from recurring. Pro-active defect prevention is used to control the defects with the 

experience of the previous projects. Reactive defect prevention identifies and conducts root 

cause analysis for defects meeting. 

Key words: Defect, Defect prevention, Software quality. 
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ABSTRACT:  

 Software development is a much complex and multifaceted work. Estimation for 

software product is very much complicated task to accomplish. Software development is not 

only writing codes but also keep the cost and time. Cost and Time will keep on changing in 

phase. In software development we have five phases’ analysis, design, implementation, testing 

and maintenance. The estimation is classified into three preliminary cost estimation, improved 

cost estimation and final cost estimation.   

Key words: Estimation, Cost factors, Cost estimation models, Strategies for cost estimation. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

ABSTRACT: 

 Software is needed by the user to solve a problem to achieve an objective. A quality of 

the software is depended on good management team, excellent plan, tools and knowledge of 

the programmers. First the team needs to understand the user requirements properly for to 

prepare qualitative software. The management should split the works according to the 

knowledge of the team members. 

Key words: Software Quality, quality factors, quality measurement. 
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ABSTRACT: 

 In this eventful world, everyone is living a dramatic role. Barely have we spent time in 

our home. We don’t have adequate time to accomplish our family desires. So online shopping 

is the one of the tremendous alternative way to carry out our needs. The customers will sit in 

their home and they can view as many products in their home and they can decide on the 

product, pay the money through days. 

Key words: Secure electronic transaction, secure socket layer, key length, role of customers. 
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ABSTRACT:  

  

This paper describes simulation and hardware implementation of single-input multiple 

output (SIMO) dc–dc converter. The proposed converter can boost the low voltage input and 

give multiple outputs. As multiple outputs are obtained in this converter, it can be used to power 

a multilevel inverter which needs more than single source. This paper presents how a single 

switch can be used and utilized in an efficient manner with the properties of voltage clamping 

and soft switching, and the corresponding device specifications are adequately designed. As a 

result, the objectives of high-efficiency power conversion, high step up ratio, and various 

output voltages with different levels can be obtained. The Fuzzy Logic control scheme is used 

to control the gating sequence of power switch. 

 Keywords: Single input multiple output converters, Fuzzy logic Controller, PWM, Mosfet 

Switch.  
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ABSTRACT: 

The purpose of this study is to understand the various behavioural challenges faced by 

teachers in their noble profession. Teachers are solely responsible to initiate a classroom culture 

that recognises the connections between learning & behaviour. A close and positive relationship 

between the teacher and the student is needed for responding appropriately to challenging 

behaviour. The various challenges faced by teachers in managing the behaviour of students are 

discussed in this paper. Few reasons for the challenging behaviour of students followed by few 

suggestions for teachers to handle some situations are listed. Some common positive and 

negative behaviours which guide the students for managing themselves as students in their 

class are mentioned. The paper concludes with the challenging behavioural management 

strategies put forth by Bill Rogers.  
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ABSTRACT: 

Lattice-based cryptography is a revolution in the field of cryptography with fundamental 

theoretical breakthroughs and potentially transformative applications. Lattice-based 



cryptographic constructions hold a great promise for post-quantum cryptography. The 

Learning with Errors variants of lattice-based cryptography comes with security proofs that 

demonstrate breaking the cryptography is equivalent to solving known hard problems on 

lattices. This paper will include few concepts of lattices and reasons for using lattices to build 

cryptosystems .The other topics that will be covered in this paper include lattice problems, 

encryption, hash functions, applications to digital signatures and public key cryptography. 
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Abstract: 

 Today graph theory plays an important role in practical problems. One of the concepts 

in graph theory which has practical applications is the notion of B-graphs. A graph G is said to 

be a B-graph if every point of G is in a maximal independent set. This seminar deals with the 

B-graph, B*-graphs and B**-graphs. Section-II deals with B-graphs and with some theorems 

on B-graphs. Also the necessary and Sufficient conditions for cycles and paths to be a B-graph 

discussed here. Section-III deals with B*-graphs, that is if each line of G is in a Maximum 

independent set of lines. The necessary and sufficient conditions for a graph to be a B*-graph 

is dealt here. Also B**-graphs that is a graph which is a B-graphs and B**-graphs are 

discussed. 
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Abstract: 

       This paper highlights the teacher perceptions and management of challenging student 

behaviours in classrooms and what support is available to the teachers to manage students with 

challenging behaviours. Managing challenging behaviour in a classroom setting is a problem 

faced by many teachers. Teachers have to remind students of their responsibility to maintain 

effective discipline in the classroom. Teaching children and managing sometimes managing 

difficult situations is never an easy job. 

      Teaching can sometimes become stressful even for the most accomplished teacher. It is 

vitally important that teachers think and feel as if they are in control all the time. 

Positive attitudes are communicable. Teachers who show a genuine interest in students and 

what they learn and do are more likely to build strong positive relationships with their students 

and as a result are better able to manage challenging behaviours in their classrooms. School 



management and teachers need to work collaboratively in order to minimize the occurrence of 

and impact of challenging behaviours in classrooms. 

      A child will repeat a behaviour if it is being rewarded.  A child will be less likely to repeat 

a behaviour if sanctions are issued.  If there is no consistency with rewards and sanctions then 

it is likely the child will continue to display the unwanted behaviour. A child must be 

encouraged to respect and develop positive relationships. I earnestly hope that this paper will 

provide you a very good collection of suggestions for the improvement of the student’s 

behaviour management from the following topics:   Student Behaviour in the class room, the 

responsibility of the teacher for the care of students, challenges faced by the teachers, effective 

classroom management. 
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Abstract:  

          Graph theory is an interesting area in Mathematics which has wide applications in 

several branches of science and engineering. Many Situations that occur in computer Science, 

Physical Science, Economics and many other areas can be analysed by using techniques found 

in a relatively new area of mathematics called graph theory. The graphs can be representing 

almost any problem involving discrete arrangements of objects, where concern is not with the 

internal properties of those objects but with relationship among them. Many Physical situations 

require directed graphs. The street map of a city with one-way streets, and electrical networks, 

for example, are represented by directed graphs. Several types of graphs have been defined and 

their properties are studied by researchers in this area.  

 In this paper, we define Digraph (or) Directed graphs and study them.  To begin with 

some basic definition of digraphs with suitable example. We then define Underlying graph and 

Arc Set. We give detailed proof of Redal’s theorem. We discuss every tournament contains a 

vertex from which every other vertex is reachable by a directed path of length at most two. We 



end the paper by discussing some application to the result in directed graphs with example. 
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Abstract: 

        The Information and Communication Technologies (ICT) are more than ever living in our 

society and there are important parts of the life. New Technologies have changed the way we 

communicate and the way we live and work. One of the most useful technologies to have 

appeared in the last few years is based on radio communication. Namely, Wi-Fi and Bluetooth. 

Both have allowed people to connect to the internet and other devices without the need for an 

awkward cable. This mini-web explains some of the details behind them.  
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Abstract: 

Graph theory is an interesting area in Mathematics which has wide applications in 

several branches of science and engineering. Several types of graphs have been defined and 

their properties are studied by researchers in this area. In this paper we define on double 

domination we deal with special types of domination and study them. To begin with we define 

a graph we introduce a subgraph, isomorphic graph, the notion of connected graphs,matching 

and dominating set.  On double domination we define a set ‘S’ as a double set for G. If every 

vertex in ‘V’ is dominated by atleast two vertices in S. We define the double domination 

number of the double dominating set with in example. We end the paper by discussing 

applications of Domination in Graph. 
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Abstract 

Graph theory is an interesting area in Mathematics which has wide applications in several 

branches of science and engineering. Several types of graphs have been defined and their properties 

are studied by researchers in this area. In this paper we define on paired domination we deal with 

special types of domination and study them. To begin with we define a graph we introduce a sub 

graph, isomorphic graph, the notion of connected graphs, matching and dominating set. 

    On paired domination opens with definition on a paired domination set. A set S subset of V is 

defined is a paired domination set if S dominates V and its induced sub graph has a perfect matching. 

Then minimum cardinality of a paired domination set S in G is defined is a paired domination number 

denoted by We prove that every paired domination set is a total domination set. We define a private 

dominating set and Prove that every minimum domination set is a private dominating set. We end 

the paper by Discussing applications of paired domination in Graph. 
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ABSTRACT: The paper aims to the outlet of historical development of linear programming 

problems and the linear programming problem is usually solved through the use of one of two 

algorithms: either simplex, or an algorithm in the family of interior point methods. In this paper 

two representative members of the family of interior point methods are introduced and studied. 

We discuss the design of these interior point methods and compare them to both the simplex 

algorithm and the original algorithms in nonlinear constrained optimization which led to their 

genesis. 
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ABSTRACT: This paper aims to the branches of inverse functions and its applications in our 

day today life has been brought out through this paper. How the sin and cosine functions are 

used in daily lifestudy through graphs. Also the function and its inverse are used in various 

areas of science and engineering for research persons. 
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Abstract: 

 This paper brings about the various aspects of stakeholder’s participation in behaviour 

management. Stakeholders’ participation is very important to meet the growing competitive 

world with respect to education. These yields effective and active learning process in the class 

room. Both the task brings valuable output for life- long acquired knowledge. A whole school 

approach to behaviour management includes student-centered school rules, fair discipline 

processes, classroom management, strategies to work with parents and community, praise and 

reward systems, participation, effective school management, counseling and support and 

professionally trained teachers. This paper deals with the characteristics, impact and important 

strategies of followed by the stakeholders in behaviour management. The stakeholders taken 

for discussion are students, teachers, parents, principal, community, Alumni. The range of the 

terminology and methodologies which are now used to define, develop and apply it, are 

relatively recent which is well explained in the paper. There are a great number of different 

perceptions of what is meant by stakeholders and their participation in behaviour management 

which is well defined in this paper. 

Keywords: Behaviour management, Students, Parents, Teacher, Challenging behavior, Factors 

influencing student behavior, Business, Community.  
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Abstract: 

One idea that appears everywhere in mathematics is abstraction. Instead of thinking 

about particular numbers, shapes, equations or any other objects, mathematicians tend to think 

about their underlying structures and patterns along with their applications. This means that the 

results, called Theorems, are more general and provide deeper insight. Another fundamental 

idea in mathematics is Proof. Mathematicians can’t just say that an idea is true, or test it in a 

few cases. They need a rigorous and watertight argument to deduce that it is always true. Maybe 

this makes mathematics more difficult than other sciences, but it also means that 

mathematicians can obtain absolute and definitive knowledge – which is impossible in any 

other discipline. The concept of Differential equation and Algebra is applied in Statistics. This 

paper shows the application of other discipline of Mathematics in Statistics. 

Keywords: Statistics, Differential Equation, Integro-Differential Equations, Recent Work 

using Differential Equation in Statistics. 
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Abstract: 

Innovative teaching is very important nowadays. Informative described.The new 

initiative sin the learning process has been discussed for clear Communication Technology 

(ICT) teaching plays a vital role in teaching field.In this method the various methods and tools 

of ICT method of teaching is understanding of the reader. 

Keywords: Types of ICT system, pedagogical beliefs and ICT integration, Mobile learning, 

The growth of Enterprise pedagogy. 
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Abstract: 

Stress is how the body responds to a demanding or a threatening experience. We feel 

stressed when we are under pressure to do something or when you have to deal with an adverse 

situation. This paper gives an overview of the adaptation of induced fuzzy cognitive mapping 

in studying the stress among the female teaching faculty. Various papers based on induced 

fuzzy cognitive mapping have been viewed to study the stress among the teaching faculty 

especially female. The sample of 50 faculty members has been taken and questionnaires were 

issued to understand their difficulties. Being the teaching faculty, we know the difficulties and 

problems faced by them. The main aim of this paper is to present how the mathematical tool is 

used to study about stress based on various concepts. When the data happens to be an 

unsupervised one the IFCM is one of the best tools. 

Keywords: Directed Graph, Fuzzy Cognitive mapping, Induced Cognitive mapping. 
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Abstract 

The field of mathematics plays an important role in various field, one of the important areas in 

mathematics is graph theory. The present paper states that various application of graph theory. 

This paper gives an overview of the applications of graph theory in heterogeneous fields to 

some extent but mainly focuses on the computer science applications that uses graph theoretical 

concepts. Various papers based on graph theory have been studied related to scheduling 

concepts, computer science applications and an overview has been presented here. The main 



aim of this paper is to present the importance of graph theoretical ideas in various areas of 

compute applications for researches that they can use graph theoretical concepts for the 

research. An overview is presented specially to project the idea of graph theory. So, the graph 

theory section of each paper is given importance than to the other sections. Researches may get 

some information related to graph theory and its applications in computer field and can get 

some ideas related to their field of research.  

Keywords: Basic definition of graph, Applications in Chemistry, OR, Coloring, Air craft 

scheduling, Time table scheduling. 
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ABSTRACT:  

Gutkha is banned under Food Safety Act, India, effective from May, 2013 in Tamil Nadu. 

The current study is to find out the impact of Gutka ban on sale and consumption in Chennai 

city.Shop keepers (n=90) selling Gutkha and tobacco users (90) were chosen using stratified 

simple random sampling method from 15 zones of Chennai. Three different types of shops 

(platform/permanent/petty) were identified and a structured questionnaire was used. The 

questions included for shopkeepers were awareness about Gutkha ban, supply mode, sale and 

price difference and questions for users included motivation to quit, reduction in use, 

availability and price difference. No shop had open display of Gutkha and all the shopkeepers 

and users were aware of the ban. Shopkeepers either bought Gutkha from the whole sale market 

(58.9%) or the agent (41.1%). Raid was conducted at 81% of the shops. There was a significant 

reduction in the sale after the ban (p<0.05). Users did not find it difficult to procure as it was 

easily available; however, price has increased up to 300%. Users felt guilty (18.9%) and fearful 

(23.3%) when using banned products. Users were motivated to quit (22.4%), made attempts to 

quit (58.9%) and felt the need for professional support to quit (38.9%). Significant difference 

was observed in the number of sachets used before and after ban (p<0.05) by the users.The ban 

did not have any impact on the availability of Gutkha, however it had a little impact on users. 

Stringent enforcement is crucial to achieve the purpose.  
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ABSTRACT:  

Resilience is a term used to describe a set of qualities that foster a process of successful 

adaptation and transformation despite risk and adversity (Benard, 1995). Among the 

underprivileged youth only a few bright students are lucky enough to graduate from school and 

even college. But these students face lot of challenges in adapting themselves in higher 

education campus. Higher education institutions must play a critical role in fostering resilience 

for underprivileged youth students. The admission of disadvantaged groups to educational and 

training programmes is part of the wider concern of promoting their resilience building. There 

are various factors that hinder their promotion in educational institutions like attitude of other 

students, mental hurdles, inability to balance tradition and modernity, social factors, 

environment of family, communication, low academic inability etc. While resilience is a 

necessary attribute of the successful higher degrees students, resilience is an issue and shared 

responsibility for students, educators, institutions and communities alike. The educators in 

higher education institutes can use the “Resilency wheel” model by Nan Henderson and play 

the role as agents of protective factors. Educators can create higher education institutes that are 

havens in which resilience can flourish. Such institutes boost the success of the youth from a 

under privileged class as they encounter the inevitable adversities in the campus. Providing 

opportunities for students to feel successful, valued, needed, empowered, and hopeful can be 

accomplished in ways that enrich required academic studies. This paper is all about the various 

factors that hinder their resilience, with a few suggestions of resilience building that higher 

educational institutes can train the educators to follow. With educational institutions 

involvement as an indicator of resilience, this study explores the ameliorating effect of 

protective factors on competence and mastery in the educational domain in the presence of risk 

factors. Suggestions for a proactive approach adopted by educators to build resiliency will be 

addressed, by emphasizing and strengthening the environment, and not fixing students. 
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Abstract 

Graph labeling is an essential and interesting topic in graph theory. There are nearly 200 graph 

labeling techniques. Graph theory was introduced in the year 1960.In this paper, the graph is 

taken as simple, finite and undirected. V(G) represents vertex set and E(G) represents Edge set. 

A graph labeling is the assignment of labels, that is represented by integers, to 

the edges or vertices, or both, of a graph .we shall study some of the types of labelling with 

illustration which gives a clear idea about it. The topics are explained with examples and 

supporting results and diagrams for clear idea about the concept. The study is limited with 

certain types. 

Keywords: Mean Graph – Even Mean labelling – Odd Mean Labelling – Strongly 

Multiplicative – Harmonious Multiplicative – Geometric mean labeling – Skolem difference  
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